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the us spectrum uniform to that in a 17 hour test flight where you end up right back where you started is probably 
pretty boring any way to spice things up is probably welcome which is likely why Ben Hogan's Short Game 
Simplified: The Secret to Hogan’s Game from 120 Yards and In: 

0 of 0 review helpful 5 Lessons turned into 5000 By Walt P I bought this book several years ago because I tend to buy 
almost any book about Ben Hogan I never finished it and never applied anything in it In fact I forgot I owned it until I 
came across a copy while browsing in a bookstore It might be the worst golf book I ever bought Astronomers once 
believed that everything revolved around the earth These we In Ben Hogan rsquo s Short Game Simplified the follow 
up to the successful Ben Hogan rsquo s Magical Device 2009 author Ted Hunt takes things a step further focusing his 
attention on the elements of Hogan rsquo s picture perfect swing specific to shots attempted within one hundred yards 
of the flagstick Beginning with an overview of Hogan rsquo s magical device for the uninitiated Hunt then segues into 
a detailed step by step breakdown About the Author Ted Hunt is a lifelong golfer with more than fifty years of 
experience on the course He holds two degrees in Physical Education and a Doctorate in History The author of Ben 
Hogan rsquo s Magical Device he lives in Vancouve 
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